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We report new measurements of the differential and total branching ratios for inclusiveB decay toD0, D1,
andD* 1 and the first measurement of the same quantities for inclusiveB decay toD* 0. HereB is the mixture
of Bd andBu from Y(4S) decay. Furthermore, since more than one charm particle~or antiparticle! of the same
kind can be produced inB decay, here ‘‘inclusiveB branching ratio’’ is used to mean the average number of
charm particles and their antiparticles of a certain species produced inB decay. We obtain the following
results ~the first error is statistical, the second systematic of this analysis, the third propagated from
other measurements!: B(B→D0X)5(0.63660.01460.01960.018), B(B→D1X)5(0.23560.00960.009
60.024), B(B→D* 0X)5(0.24760.01260.01860.018), B(B→D* 1X)5(0.23960.01160.01460.009).
The following ratio of branching ratios is not affected by most of the systematic errors:
B(B→D* 0X)/B(B→D* 1X)5(1.0360.0760.0960.08). We also report the first measurement of the
momentum-dependentD* 0 polarization and a new measurement of theD* 1 polarization in inclusiveB decay.
Using these measurements and other CLEO results and making some additional assumptions, we calculate the

average number ofc and c̄ quarks produced inB decay to bê nc&51.1060.05. @S0556-2821~97!04519-0#

PACS number~s!: 13.25.Hw, 14.40.Nd, 14.65.Fy

I. INTRODUCTION

Measurements of weak decays ofB mesons are essential
to testing and understanding the standard model and deter-
mining the fundamental flavor-mixing parameters. These
measurements also provide a unique opportunity to examine
the short distance behavior of weak decays@1#. Because of
their large energy release, long distance corrections are ex-
pected to be less significant in hadronicB decay than in
hadronic decays of charm and strange quarks. However, the
formation of hadrons in the final state is still poorly under-
stood and is an obstacle to predicting rates and spectra for
hadronic decays@2,3#.

For several years the small observed value of theB semi-
leptonic decay branching fraction,BSL(B), seemed to dis-
agree with theoretical calculations@4–9#. Recently, higher
order perturbative calculations, taking also into account the
charm quark mass@10,11#, come close to reconciling theory
with experiment in this respect. However, the low value of
BSL(B) implies a larger than naively expected nonleptonicB
decay rate@12#. Two mechanisms have been proposed and
discussed in the literature@2,10–14#: an enhancement of
b→c c̄s or of b→c ūd. The former would give a larger av-
erage number ofc and c̄ quarks,^nc&, per B decay. Since
B→D0 andB→D1 transitions~where theD can also be the
decay product of charm resonance! account for a large frac-
tion of the charm quarks produced inB decay, it is important
to measure accurately the branching fractions for these tran-
sitions. The shape of the momentum spectrum can also be
compared to models of hadronicB decay and is sensitive to
new production mechanisms@3,12#. In addition, theD and
D* inclusive spectra are of interest to futureB experiments
and high energy colliders as Monte Carlo simulations must
be constrained to agree with the observed production at the
Y(4S).

In this paper, we describe high statistics measurements of
the differential and total branching ratios for the inclusiveB
decay toD andD* mesons, including the first measurement

of B(B→D* 0X). For previous measurements, see Refs.
@15,16#.

We have also measured theD* 1 and D* 0 polarizations
as a function of theD* momentum. Since there is no com-
plete reconstruction of theB final state, we do not distinguish
betweenB0 and B1. We produceBB̄ states fromY(4S)
decays, and our genericB is about an even@17# admixture of
Bd and Bu mesons and their antiparticles. In the following,
reference to the charge conjugate states is implicit unless
explicitly stated.

It is possible for aB meson to decay to a final state
containing twoD mesons. By ‘‘inclusiveB decay branching
ratios’’ to a givenD species measured in this analysis we
mean the ‘‘average number ofD and D̄ ’’ per B decay.

After a brief description of the CLEO II apparatus and
data sample used, we describe our analysis procedure in Sec.
III. In Secs. IV–VI we give theB branching ratios and mo-
mentum spectra results and analysis details specific to the
four individual channels. In Sec. VII, we show the results on
D* polarization and in Sec. VIII we discuss and summarize
our results.

II. DETECTOR AND DATA SAMPLE

The data sample used in this inclusiveB decay analysis
was taken at CESR, the Cornell Electron Storage Ring, dur-
ing 1990–1994. The sample consists of about 2020 pb21 of
integrated luminosity ofe1e2 annihilation data taken near
the peak of theY(4S) resonance and about 959 pb21 just
below the open bottom threshold~referred to in this paper as
‘‘continuum’’ data!. The data used correspond to about
2.1663106 BB̄ events. We estimate the actual number of
BB̄ events by subtracting the number of events in the con-
tinuum data after scaling by the ratio of the luminosities and
correcting for the center-of-mass energy dependence of the
continuum annihilation cross section. We also perform minor
corrections due to minor differences in CESR running con-
ditions at the two energies. For the purpose of this analysis
we assume that theY(4S) decays exclusively toBB̄.
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In the CLEO II detector@18# charged particles are tracked
in a 1.5 T magnetic field through three nested coaxial cylin-
drical drift chambers covering 94% of the solid angle. The
innermost chamber is a six-layer straw-tube vertex detector
of inner radius 4.5 cm with 50mm position accuracy in the
r -f plane. It is followed by a ten-layer pressurized inner
drift chamber with a position accuracy of 100mm in r -f.
The main cylindrical drift chamber@19# contains 51 anode
layers, 11 of which are strung at angles to thez axis pro-
gressing from about64° to about 7°. It has a position ac-
curacy of 120mm in r -f, and it gives a transverse momen-
tum resolution of (dpt /pt)

25(0.0015pt)
21(0.005)2 ~with

pt in GeV! and adE/dx resolution~measured on Bhabha
scattering events! of 6.5% for particle identification, giving
goodp/K separation up to 700 MeV/c. The outer radius of
the main drift chamber is 1 m. Cathode layers are located at
the inner and outer radii of the ten-layer inner drift chamber,
and at the inner and outer radii of the main drift chamber, to
improve information about thez coordinates~along the
beam! of the tracks. Time-of-flight counters with 154 ps
resolution are located outside the drift chambers and provide
additional information for particle identification~not used in
this analysis!.

Photon andp0 detection as well as electron identification
use the CsI electromagnetic shower detector@20#. It consists
of 7800 CsI~Tl! crystals between the time-of-flight counters
and the superconducting magnet coil in the barrel region and,
in end caps, between the drift chamber plates and the magnet
pole pieces, altogether covering 95% of the solid angle.

The material in the drift chamber endplates, electronics,
and cables degrades the performance of the calorimeter in
the end caps, especially at the two ends of the barrel region.
Photon candidates are restricted to lie in the region of the
calorimeter covering the angular regionucosuu,0.707. The
energy calibration makes use of Bhabha scattering and radia-
tive Bhabha events as well ase1e2→gg reactions and
p0→gg decays@21#. For low multiplicity final states, the
energy resolution in the barrel portion of the calorimeter is
given bysE /E(%)50.35/E0.7511.920.1E, whereE is the
photon energy in GeV.

Muons can be identified by their penetration in the three
36-cm-thick slabs of iron that surround the superconducting
coil in an octagonal geometry and in the iron pole pieces of
the magnet@22#.

A. Monte Carlo simulation

To estimate detection efficiencies we generated Monte
Carlo events using theJETSET 7.3@23# package for continuum
annihilation events and the CLEO model forY(4S)→BB̄
decays@24#. Separate Monte Carlo data sets were generated
for the analyses ofB→D0X and ofB→D1X decays. In the
D1 case, theD1 is allowed to decay only into the final state
we use,K2p1p1, while theD2 is allowed to decay accord-
ing to measured branching fractions of its decay modes.
About 110 000 BB̄ events and about 35 000 continuum
events that contain aD1 were generated. An analogous pro-
cedure is followed in generatingD0→K2p1, except that the
D0 is also allowed to decay intoK1K2 and p1p2 final
states, according to their measured decay branching fractions
relative to theK2p1 mode. About 170 000BB̄ events and

about 150 000 continuum events that contain aD0 were gen-
erated. The events are then processed through aGEANT-based
@25# simulation of the CLEO II detector and reconstructed
and analyzed as real data. We call these Monte Carlo data
sets the ‘‘dedicated’’ Monte Carlo simulation.

We also used a set of Monte Carlo events produced in a
similar manner, but with allD mesons decaying according to
a model which incorporates the current knowledge of their
decay modes. This statistically independent ‘‘generic’’
Monte Carlo simulation~in which the ‘‘true’’ value of the
quantities we aim to measure is knowna priori! was used to
check the analysis procedure. This type of consistency
check, of course, does not exclude the possibility of a sys-
tematic flaw that is common to both the ‘‘dedicated’’ and
‘‘generic’’ Monte Carlo data samples.

The ‘‘generic’’ Monte Carlo simulation was also used for
a different purpose. The reconstructed tracks were associated
with the simulated particles that generated them. We could
thus generate high statistics, background free distributions of
the signals, and distributions of various backgrounds. We
called these distributions Monte Carlo–tagged~MC-tag for
short! distributions.

III. ANALYSIS PROCEDURE

We reconstruct theD andD* mesons using the following
exclusive decay modes that have the largest signal-to-
background ratios and for which the Monte Carlo simulation
can reliably estimate the reconstruction efficiency:

D0→K2p1, ~1!

D1→K2p1p1, ~2!

D* 0→D0p0→~K2p1!p0, ~3!

D* 1→D0p1→~K2p1!p1, ~4!

D* 1→D1p0→~K2p1p1!p0. ~5!

In this section, we describe the selection criteria and general
procedures used in the analysis. In the sections which follow
the details of the procedures for decay modes of theD0, D1,
D* 0, andD* 1 will be given.

A. Selection criteria

The continuum background is suppressed by excluding
candidates from jetlike events. This is accomplished by using
the Fox-Wolfram parameters@26#. We requireR2[H2 /H0
,0.5. This cut has an efficiency of 99.3860.02% while re-
jecting 29.060.2% of continuum events in theB decay ki-
nematical region. The efficiency for this requirement is de-
termined from our Monte Carlo simulation and agrees with
the estimate derived from the data.

Each charged track used to reconstruct aD or D* is re-
quired to be consistent with originating from the primary
vertex. If the momentum of a track is greater than 0.250
GeV, we require that thez coordinate~along the beam! of
the point of closest approach of the track to the beam line be
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within 3 cm of thez coordinate of the event vertex and that
the track’s impact parameter with respect to the beam line be
less than 5 mm. For tracks with momentum less than 0.250
GeV these requirements are loosened to 5 cm and 10 mm,
respectively.

Particle identification requirements were imposed based
on the specific ionization (dE/dx) measurements for the
track, provided that more than ten hits were recorded in the
main drift chamber. The observeddE/dx had to be within
three standard deviations of that expected for the particle
species considered.

Each photon candidate shower is required to lie within the
good barrel region (cosu,0.707) of the crystal calorimeter
and to have a minimum energy of 30 MeV. Photon candi-
dates are also required to be well separated from the extrapo-
lated position of all charged tracks, and the lateral shape of
the shower should be consistent with that expected from an
electromagnetic shower.

Candidatep0 mesons are reconstructed from pairs of pho-
ton candidates. If the effective mass of two photons is less
than 2.58s away from the expectedp0 mass, the combina-
tion is accepted as ap0 candidate and then is kinematically
fitted to the nominalp0 mass.

B. Common procedure

The inclusiveB decay spectra and branching fractions are
obtained by the subtraction of the candidate mass distribu-
tion belowBB̄ threshold~scaled by the ratio of luminosities
and of thee1e2 annihilation cross section! from the candi-
date mass distribution on theY(4S) resonance. To illustrate
the effect of continuum subtraction we show in Fig. 1 the
(K2p1) effective mass distribution ofD0 candidates in the
sample taken at theY(4S) resonance, in the whole momen-
tum interval allowed inB decay, and the corresponding dis-
tribution from the sample taken belowBB̄ threshold, scaled
by a factor of 2.08, the combined ratio of luminosities and of
the e1e2 ~non-b b̄) annihilation cross sections at the two
energies.

In order to perform such subtraction it is convenient to
use a scaling variable. We use the scaling variablex, defined
asx5p/pmax wherepmax54.950 GeV/c, the momentum for
a D0 produced in the reactione1e2→D0D̄0 at a center-of-
mass energy of 10.58 GeV (pmax54.920 GeV/c for the con-
tinuum sample, at a center-of-mass energy of 10.520 GeV!.

The momenta of the charmed mesons are measured in the
Y(4S) rest frame rather than in theB rest frame. Since the
Y(4S) mass~10.58 GeV! is slightly above the threshold for
B meson pair production~10.56 GeV!, theB mesons are not
at rest. TheB momentum ranges from about 265 MeV to 355
MeV (6 one standard deviation!. This motion smears the
value ofx relative to what it would be if theB were at rest.
A Monte Carlo study shows that the smearing in the variable
x varies from60.013 to a maximum of60.020. Taking this
effect into account, the maximum value ofx for B decay to
D is 0.506, and 0.496 for decay toD* .

1. Spectra and the B branching fractions

In order to measure the spectra, we divided our sample of
charmed particle candidates into 10x bins ~20 for the D0

where the statistics are high!. For eachx bin we generated
the effective mass distributions of theD candidates~already
selected as candidateD* decay products in the case ofD* ;
see below! from ‘‘on-resonance’’ and ‘‘continuum’’ data and
performed bin by bin the scaled continuum subtraction, ob-
taining the mass distributions of the candidates fromB de-
cay. We then fitted this mass distribution, in eachx bin, to
the sum of theD signal and the various backgrounds. The
shape of the signal, its parametrization, and the different
backgrounds will be described later.

We performed an identical analysis~except for the non-
existent continuum subtraction! on the Monte Carlo simu-
lated events to find the detection efficiencies as a function of
x. The inclusiveB decay branching ratios are calculated
from the integral of the appropriateD ~or D* ) efficiency-
corrected spectrum.

2. D* tagging and ‘‘background-free’’ D samples

We have studied the shape of theD signal and its mo-
mentum dependence, in data and in Monte Carlo simulation,
using D0s from D* 1→D0p1 decays andD1s from
D* 1→D1p0 decays. TheD0 sample selected this way is of
known flavor because of the charge of theD* 1. It was also
used to obtain the shape and momentum dependence of the
‘‘switched-mass’’ D0 background discussed later in Sec.
IV A. We obtain a very low background sample ofD0s from
D* 1 by selecting events in a62s region around the peak of
the mass differencedm[m(K2p1

1p2
1)2m(K2p1

1) distri-
bution (s;0.8 MeV!. We obtain a low background sample
of D1s using a similar selection on thedm
[m(K2p1p1p0)2m(K2p1p1) distribution (s;1.0
MeV!. Thedm distributions forD candidates in theD mass
signal region in the three channels considered in this analysis

FIG. 1. The m(K2p1) distribution for D0 candidates
(0.0,xD,0.50) ~wherexD5pD /pmax) from ‘‘on-resonance’’ data
(pmax54.950 GeV/c) and from ‘‘continuum’’ data (pmax54.920
GeV/c). The ‘‘continuum’’ distribution is scaled by the luminosity
and cross section factor 2.080.
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are shown in Figs. 2, 3, and 4~data!. Most of the residual
background in theD* -taggedD mass distribution is elimi-
nated by subtraction of thedm sidebands.

Because of the fact that the signal indm is very close to
threshold, it is difficult to choose sidebands that are wide
enough to balance the number of background events under
the dm peak and far enough from the peak. Our choices for
signal and sideband regions are shown in Table I. The signal
region has a half width, and the sidebands a total width, of
approximately twice the Gaussians of the dm signal. The
position of the signal peak is obtained from the data.

Before subtraction, the number of events in thedm side-
bands must be scaled to the estimated number of background
events in the peak region. Two methods were used to esti-
mate the scaling factor. The first method is to fit thedm
distribution with a smooth threshold function background
and a double-Gaussian signal and calculate the scale factor
by integration of the background function. The second
method is to obtain the scale factor by fitting theD invariant
mass distribution in thedm peak and sideband regions with

a two-GaussianD signal function and a polynomial back-
ground. The scale factor is then given by the ratio of the
background levels under theD peaks. Figure 5 was obtained
by the second method. The results of the two methods agree
and the scale factors are close to 1.1. The same procedure
was also used for the analysis of the Monte Carlo sample.
The candidateD mass distributions obtained from data by
this D* -tagging procedure are shown in Figs. 5 and 6.

C. Estimate of the detection efficiency

The detection efficiencies for the charm mesons studied
were obtained analyzing the dedicated Monte Carlo simula-
tion samples described in Sec. II A with the same procedures
and selections used to analyze data. However, measurement
errors are slightly underestimated in the simulation. In prac-
tice the only relevant parameter is the width of the recon-
structed mass. Consequently, we analyzed the data using the
parameters extracted from the data themselves, and analyzed
the Monte Carlo samples using the parameters extracted
from the Monte Carlo samples.

D. Calculation of the B decay branching fractions

The differentialB decay branching fractions are calcu-
lated bin by bin from the equations

dB~B→DX!3B~D !5
dND

2NBB̄3e
, ~6!

FIG. 2. Thedm distribution forD* 1→D0p1 candidates~data!.

FIG. 3. Thedm distribution forD* 1→D1p0 candidates~data!.

FIG. 4. Thedm distribution forD* 0→D0p0 candidates~data!.

TABLE I. dm cut and width of the sidebands~in MeV!.

Channel Width Signal region Lower band Upper band

D* 1→D0p1 61.5 144.1-147.1 141.1-142.6 148.6-150.1
D* 1→D1p0 61.5 139.1-142.1 136.1-137.6 143.6-145.1
D* 0→D0p0 62.0 140.6-144.6 137.6-139.6 145.6-147.6
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dB~B→D* X!3B~D* !3B~D !5
dND*

2NBB̄3e
, ~7!

wheredND (dND* ) is the yield ofD (D* ) in that bin,NBB̄

is the number of ofe1e2→BB̄ events produced, ande is the
x-dependent detection efficiency. We use CLEO results
@27,28,30# for the D* andD absolute branching fractions

B~D* 1→D0p1!5~68.161.061.3!%, ~8!

B~D* 1→D1p0!5~30.860.460.8!%, ~9!

B~D* 0→D0p0!5~63.662.363.3!%, ~10!

B~D0→K2p1!5~3.9160.0860.17!%, ~11!

B~D1→K2p1p1!5~9.1960.660.8!%. ~12!

The errors shown in our results for the differential spectra are
relative, i.e., bin-to-bin errors. They do not include the error
from smoothing the fitting function parameters and the errors
of the detection efficiency. The overall statistical error on the
B decay branching fraction is, however, derived from the
integral of the spectrum when no smoothing was performed.

E. Systematic errors

In this section we discuss the sytematic uncertainties of
the B→DX andB→D* X analyses. Uncertainties related to
specific decay channels are deferred to the relevant sections.
We estimate a 1% uncertainty in charged track detection ef-
ficiency @2% for p(p) below about 200 MeV/c# and 5% in
p0 detection@32#.

These errors are correlated for each kind of track and
hence should be multiplied by the respective number of
tracks in the decay under study. However, we obtain theB
decay branching fractions by dividing the product of branch-
ing fractions@Eqs. ~6! and ~7!# by the D ~and D* ) decay
branching fractions measured in our own experiment. Hence,
to the extent that the kinematical configurations and the data
set used overlap, most tracking errors are eliminated. We
estimate a residual systematic error of 0.5% per charged
track ~1.0% if below 200 MeV/c) and 2% forp0 whenever
there is compensation.

We have studied the effect on the branching fraction of
the track quality, geometry cuts and event shape cuts by
successively removing them and then measuring the effect
on theB branching fractions. The errors specific to each final
state will be quoted in the appropriate sections.

In measuringB(B→D* X) the subtraction of the back-
ground due to association of a trueD and a randomp is
performed by subtracting theD candidate mass distribution
of the dm sidebands from that in thedm peak region. The
result is slightly dependent on the choice of the width of the
dm intervals~Table I!. We varied the widths of these inter-
vals by 60.5 MeV in each case and derived a relative un-
certainty in theB branching fraction of 0.9% forB→D* 1

and of 1.2% forB→D* 0.
In the case ofB→D* decays, the branching fraction is

also sensitive to the value of the scale factor used in thedm
sideband subtraction This effect contributes a systematic er-
ror which is estimated to be the change in the branching
fraction corresponding to a 1s change in the scale factor.

The value ofNBB̄ in Eqs. ~6! and ~7! is affected by a
relative error of 1.8%~Sec. II!. Finally, we take into account
the statistical error on the efficiency, calculated from the
Monte Carlo simulation. All the above errors are combined
in quadrature to give the relative systematic error on our
measurements.

FIG. 5. The ‘‘background-free’’m(K2p1) distribution forD0

mesons that are decay products ofD* 1→D0p1. 0.0,xD,0.50.
The two-Gaussian fit of the distribution is also shown.

FIG. 6. The ‘‘background-free’’m(K2p1p1) distribution for
D1 mesons that are decay products ofD* 1→D1p0. 0.0,xD

,0.50. The two-Gaussian fit of the distribution is also shown.
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The third error in theB branching fractions arises from
the propagation of errors in theD andD* decay branching
fractions, insofar as they are not correlated with the errors in
this analysis.

IV. INCLUSIVE B˜D0 DECAY

The continuum-subtractedm(K2p1) distribution in any
given D0 momentum interval is the sum of theD0 signal
plus various backgrounds. This is illustrated in Figs. 7 and 8
which show them(K2p1) distributions for one of the low-
est momentum intervals (0.050,x,0.075) and for a higher
momentum interval (0.325,x,0.350), respectively. We see
a prominent signal and three backgrounds,~i! a combinato-
rial background,~ii ! the ‘‘switched mass’’ background that
contributes to the signal region, and~iii ! two ‘‘satellite
bumps’’ on either side of the signal. Backgrounds~ii ! and
~iii ! complicate the fit to the signal region and its immediate
vicinity. It is not possible to establish the shape of the com-
binatorial background without a reliable knowledge of the
shapes and amounts of backgrounds~ii ! and~iii !. A detailed
discussion of the signal shape and of these backgrounds is
presented below.

A. Switched mass background

D0→p2K1 events may be misidentified asD0→K2p1

when there is insufficientK/p discrimination. This back-
ground complicates the extraction of theD0 yield, particu-
larly at low D0 momenta (p,700 MeV! where this
‘‘switched mass’’ background distribution is similiar in
shape to the signal and peaks under it~see Figs. 7 and 8!. For
a D0 at rest and without particle identification the area of this
background within 2s of the signal peak would equal the
signal area. However, this background, within such limits,
quickly decreases to about 10% of the area of the signal for
D0 momentum above 1 GeV and decreases further at higher

momenta. ForxD.0.50, the invariant mass distribution of
these doubly misidentified events becomes so broad that it
can be absorbed in the polynomial parametrization of the
combinatorial background. The amount of this type of back-
ground is strongly affected by the use of particle identifica-
tion.

We studied the shape and relative size of this background
and its dependence onD0 momentum in the data and in the
Monte Carlo simulation usingD* 1-tagged D0s ~Sec.
III B 2 !, whose flavor is tagged by the charge of thep1. We
produced ‘‘switched mass’’ distributions, by interchanging
the mass assignments of theK andp tracks for each event,
provided that the inverted assignments were consistent with
our particle identification criteria. We then subtracted the
‘‘switched mass’’ distribution in thedm sidebands from that
in the dm peak region. Figures 9 and 10 show the resulting
m(p2K1) distributions for a lowD0 momentum interval
and for a higherD0 momentum interval. We also calculated,
as a function of momentum, the area of this background
relative to the area of the correctly reconstructedD0 signal
also obtained as described in Sec. III B 2.

With our statistics it is difficult to smoothly parametrize
the shape of this background as a function of momentum.
Figures 9 and 10 show, however, that the switched mass
distributions obtained with the MC-tag analysis of the ge-
neric Monte Carlo simulation provide an excellent,
parameter-free description of theD* 1-tagged data distribu-
tions ~Sec. III B 2!.

The preceding analysis is performed both on the data and
on the dedicated Monte Carlo samples. The momentum de-
pendence of the ratio of the switched mass distribution area
relative to the area of the signal is shown in Fig. 11 as ob-
tained from the MC-tag sample. Similar dependences are ob-
tained using theD* 1-tagged samples of data and dedicated

FIG. 7. Representation of the functions used to fit theD0 signal
and the various backgrounds for the momentum bin 0.050,x
,0.075. Note the offset of the vertical scale.

FIG. 8. Representation of the functions used to fit theD0 signal
and the various backgrounds for the momentum bin
0.325,x,0.350. Note the offset of the vertical scale.
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Monte Carlo. We have checked that changing from one de-
pendence to another has minimal impact on the final result.

B. Background from misidentified D0
˜K2K1,

D0
˜p2p1, and D0

˜K2p1p0

The Cabibbo-suppressedD0 decay modesD0→K2K1

and D0→p2p1 produce asymmetric enhancements on op-

posite sides of the signal region when one of the tracks is
misidentified as ap or K, respectively~see Figs. 7 and 8!.
The K2p1 effective mass distribution from the decay
D0→K2p1p0 introduces an additional small background at
the lower edge of our mass spectrum. Switching the kaon
and pion masses in these decays produces an additional
background at masses well below theD0 mass but with tail
up to theD0 mass. If these contributions are not included in
the shape of the background, it is possible to overestimate
the level of combinatorial background and thereby underes-
timate the signal. Not taking into account the presence of
these enhancements both in fitting the data and in fitting the
dedicated Monte Carlo simulation for obtaining the effi-
ciency results in a change of the order of 1% in the branching
fraction. Also in this case we have found that the momentum
dependence of the shape and of the area ratio obtained by the
MC-tag procedure from the generic Monte Carlo simulation
is quite good and superior to that obtained using complicated
analytical parametrizations. The size of these backgrounds
relative to the signal was taken from the Monte Carlo simu-
lation, but we have checked that letting their normalization
float in the fit did not appreciably alter the result.

C. Combinatorial background

The combinatorial background, which is nearly flat in the
m(K2p1) region of interest, is parametrized by a second
order polynomial.

D. Raw D0 spectrum and the shape of the signal

It is very important to obtain an accurate representation of
the signal shape and specifically of its tails, because of the
presence of the mass-switched background and its correla-
tion with the signal. We used two different signal parametri-
zations.

FIG. 9. The m(K2p1) distribution for D̄0→K1p2 after
switching particle identity. Points with error bars are from data, the
histogram is obtained from Monte Carlo using track tagging~MC-
tag!. Momentum bin 0.05,x,0.15.

FIG. 10. The m(K2p1) distribution for D̄0→K1p2 after
switching particle identity. Points with error bars are from data; the
histogram is obtained from Monte Carlo using track tagging~MC-
tag!. Momentum bin 0.45,x,0.55.

FIG. 11. SwitchedKp background. The ratio of the total area of
the switched mass distributions~satisfying our particle identifica-
tion selections! to the signal area vs scaled momentumx5p/pmax.
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1. Analytical parametrization

A Gaussian function does not give a sufficiently accurate
parametrization of theD0 signal. Track measuring errors are
different in different events because of the geometrical ori-
entation of theD0 decay products in the detector and their
overlap with other tracks. In order to take into account this
variation of the errors, one possibility is to use a double
Gaussian with the two Gaussians constrained to have the
same mean. The parameters of the signal shape are the mean,
the width of the narrower Gaussian,s1, the ratio of the
widths of the wider to the narrower Gaussian,s2 /s1, and
the ratio of the area of the wider Gaussian to the total area,
A2 /Atot . There are strong correlations among these three
shape parameters. It is then difficult to obtain a smoothD0

momentum dependence for them if they are allowed to float
when fitting the signal in each momentum bin.

We obtained satisfactory results for these signal shape
parameters by~i! combining ‘‘on-resonance’’ and ‘‘con-
tinuum’’ D0 candidates together to obtain higher statistics,
especially close to the kinematic limit or~ii ! by using the
D* -tagged, background-freeD0 signal ~Sec. III B 2!. We
chose the set~i! that gave the best fit to the mass distribu-
tions and smaller errors for the parameters. In order to mini-
mize the bin-to-bin statistical fluctuations, we rebinned the
D0 sample in only nine momentum intervals (0.025,x
,0.475) and studied the position and shape of theD0 signal
peak as a function of momentum. We smoothed the momen-
tum dependence of the signal shape parameters so obtained
with polynomial functions of the momentum. We then ob-
tained the rawD0 spectrum by fitting them(K2p1) distri-
bution in 20x bins between 0.0 and 0.5 keepings2 /s1 and
A2 /Atot fixed at the smoothed values.s1 is allowed to float
and varies from about 6 MeV at low momentum to about 8
MeV at the maximum momentum;s2 /s1 and A2 /Atot are
approximately constant, the first at about 2.7 and the second
at about 0.15.

The same procedure was followed to analyze the events
from the Monte Carlo simulation. The comparison of the
data and Monte Carlo shape parameters shows that the
Monte Carlo simulation underestimates the track measuring
errors~reflected essentially ins1) by about 10%.

2. Use of Monte Carlo simulation with track tagging

An alternative way of parametrizing theD0 signal shape
and a check of the double-Gaussian parametrization is to use
the histograms provided by our generic Monte Carlo simula-
tion and tagging the reconstructed tracks~MC tag, Sec. II A!.
In constructing these histograms we have used the same se-
lection criteria used in the analysis of data and of dedicated
Monte Carlo already described.

We have just seen that our Monte Carlo simulation under-
estimates by about 10% the overall widths of theD0 signal
over the wholeD0 spectrum. It is however likely that the
Monte Carlo simulation reproduces more accurately the de-
pendence ofs on track position, orientation, and overlap
with other tracks, all factors that cause the non-Gaussian
spread in measuring errors seen in the data. We then expect
that the shapeof the D0 signal obtained by tagging the
Monte Carlo tracks will be a good representation of the data
if corrected for the overall width. We have expressed this

correction by one parameter~then fitted on the data! that
changes the width of the signal mass distributions without
otherwise altering its shape.

We used the histograms obtained by this procedure as
fitting functions of the ‘‘background-free’’ signal distribu-
tions obtained byD* 1 tagging ~Sec. III B 2!. We obtained
excellent fits, altough not superior to the double-Gaussian
fits. We obtainedD0 spectra using these distributions as fit-
ting functions. TheD0 yields differed from those obtained
with the double Gaussian by less than a tenth of the statisti-
cal error.

E. Results

Particle identification~Sec. III A! reduces the combinato-
rial background by about a factor of 2 and improves the
statistical error while slightly increasing the systematic error
due to the small uncertainty on the accuracy of the simula-
tion of the ionization measurements. We performed our
analysis both with and without particle identification require-
ments and obtained results that were in good agreement. The
results presented here were obtained using particle identifi-
cation and the double-Gaussian parametrization of the signal.
In Figs. 12 and 13 we show the fitted mass distributions in
the 20x bins, and in Fig. 14 the mass distribution for the
entirex range with the sum of the 20 fitted functions. Sum-
ming the spectrum over the 20 bins for 0.0,xD,0.5 gave a
raw yield of 62 64861394D0 from B decay.

The dedicated Monte Carlo simulated events were ana-
lyzed as real events to produce the histogram of detection
efficiency versus momentum that was smoothed and used to

FIG. 12. Them(K2p1) distribution forB→D0X candidates in
ten x bins from 0 to 0.25. The histogram is the result of the fit.
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correct the raw spectra~Fig. 15!. The detection efficiency is
nearly independent of momentum in the region of interest,
except at the lowest momenta where there is an increase of
angular acceptance due to the near alignment of the twoD0

decay products.

The continuum-subtracted, efficiency-corrected, inclusive
D0 momentum spectrum inB→D0X decay is shown in Fig.
16. Summing this spectrum over the interval 0,x,0.5, we
obtain the efficiency corrected yield of 108 50762407 D0s
~resulting in a spectrum-averaged detection efficiency
50.578) out of 4.33143106 B decays. This gives the prod-
uct of branching fractions,

BBBD5~2.5160.06!%, ~13!

where1 BB[B(B→D0X) andBD[B(D0→K2p1)1B(D0

→K1p2) and the error is only statistical.
Using the CLEO resultsB(D0→K2p1)5(3.9160.08

60.17)% @28# and G(D0→K1p2)/G(D0→K2p1)
5(0.007760.002560.0025) @29#, we obtain from Eq.~13!
the branching fraction

B~B→D0X!50.63660.01460.01960.018. ~14!

The first error is statistical, while the second is the systematic
error. The contributions to the second~systematic! error, as
percentages of the branching fraction, are given in Table II.
The third error is due to the error on the absolute branching
fractionB(D0→K2p1).

As part of a different project@33#, an analysis of the
B→D0X decay was carried out over a somewhat increased
data sample and with more stringent particle identification
requirements, using also time-of-flight information. If both
theD0→K2p1 andp2K1 hypotheses were acceptable, but
one gave a particle IDxworse

2 .41xbetter
2 , the hypothesis with

the worsex2 was rejected. This selection in fact reduced the

1Our procedure finds both the Cabibbo-allowed,D0→K2p1, and
the doubly Cabibbo-suppressed,D0→K1p2, decay modes, and so
we must divide by the sum of the two decay branching fractions.

FIG. 13. Them(K2p1) distribution forB→D0X candidates in
ten x bins from 0.25 to 0.50. The histogram is the result of the fit.

FIG. 14. Them(K2p1) distribution forB→D0X candidates in
the entirex range, from 0.0 to 0.50. The histogram is the sum of the
20 fitted functions shown in the previous two figures.

FIG. 15. D0 finding efficiency as a function of scaled momen-
tum x. The histogram is the result of the smoothing fit, binned.
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switched mass background to zero. The result of this analysis
for B(B→D0X) is fully consistent with our result.

V. INCLUSIVE B˜D1 DECAY

The complications from satellite peaks or switched mass
backgrounds are not present in the measurement of theD1

spectrum and other kinematic reflections are quite small
~they will be discussed in the next subsection!. It is then
possible to estimate the shape of the combinatorial back-
ground by fitting theK2p1p1 mass distribution excluding
the signal region. However, it is difficult to determine the
momentum dependence of the signal shape parameters given
the large combinatorial background and low signal-to-
background ratio. TheK2p1p1 mass distributions summed
over all momenta of interest for the data at theY(4S) and
those belowBB̄ threshold~scaled according to luminosity
and square of center-of-mass energy ratios! are shown in Fig.
17. If we parametrize the signal as a double Gaussian, a
modest change in the curvature of the combinatorial back-
ground in them(K2p1p1) distribution strongly correlates
with a wider and larger second component of the double-
Gaussian signal.

We analyzed them(K2p1p1) distributions using the
double-Gaussian parametrization of the signal. As in the
analysis of theD0 spectra, we usedD1 tagged by the
D* 1→D1p0 decay to determine the momentum depen-
dence of the signal parameters. We also performed the analy-
sis using the simple Gaussian signal parametrization. This is
quite adequate to fit the data, given our statistical errors. We

found that the results from the two different signal param-
etrizations are the same within a small fraction of the statis-
tical error. Here we shall present the results obtained with the
simple Gaussian parametrization.

A. Background from Ds
1 decays

We have small backgrounds fromDs
1 decays where aK1

is misidentified as ap1. We took this into account using the
following procedure. We generatedBB̄ Monte Carlo events
that contain at least oneDs

1 , which decays intoK2p1K1

directly or through theK* 0K1 or fp1 resonance channel.
We processed them through the simulation of our detector
and track reconstruction. We selected events that passed the
selection criteria for the decayD1→K2p1p1. We plotted
these~fake! m(K2p1p1) distributions for each momentum
bin and normalized them using our knowledge of the differ-
entialB(B→Ds

1X) @34# and of theDs decay branching ra-
tios. We added these histograms to the combinatorial back-
ground and signal functions when fitting the data. Taking
into account this feeddown we changed our result for
B(B→D1X) by DB520.002160.0002. We have exam-
ined other possible feeddowns and verified that they do not
affect our measurement.

B. D1 spectrum

We fitted the continuum-subtracted sample ofD1

→K2p1p1 candidates. We divided the sample in 20 mo-
mentum bins between 0.00,x,1.00 and performed the bin-
by-bin fit of them(K2p1p1) distributions using the signal
and background functions described above. In Fig. 18 we
show the fitted mass distributions in the tenx bins, and in
Fig. 19 the mass distribution for the entirex range with the

TABLE II. Relative systematic errors onB(B→D0X).

Residual track finding efficiency uncertainty 1.0%
Variation of track quality and geometrical cuts 0.5%
Choice of signal shape parametrization 2.0%
Error in particle identification efficiency 0.8%

Error in number ofB and B̄ 1.8%

Statistical error on efficiency 0.4%
Total 3.0%

FIG. 16. The background-subtracted and efficiency-corrected
yield of D0 mesons fromB→D0X decay, as a function of scaled
momentum (pmax54.950 GeV/c).

FIG. 17. Them(K2p1p1) distribution forD1 candidates from

data at theY(4S) resonance and from belowBB̄ threshold~scaled!,
0.0,xD,0.5.
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sum of the ten fitted functions. The sum over the ten bins for
0.0,xD,0.5 gave a raw yield of 35 80461297D1 from B
decay. The detection efficiency as a function ofx is shown in
Fig. 20. We have smoothed thex dependence in different
ways. The resulting average efficiencies differ from one an-

other by 0.18% at most. The error introduced by the choice
of the smoothing function has been taken into account in the
systematic error. The smoothing actually used is shown in
Fig. 20.

C. Result

The efficiency correctedD1 spectrum is shown in Fig.
21. Summing this spectrum over the interval 0.0,xD,0.5,

FIG. 19. Them(K2p1p1) distribution for B→D1X candi-
dates in the entirex range, from 0.0 to 0.50. The histogram is the
sum of the ten fitted functions shown in the previous figure.

FIG. 20. D1 finding efficiency as a function of scaled momen-
tum x. The line is the result of the smoothing fit.

FIG. 21. The background-subtracted and efficiency-corrected
yield of D1 mesons fromB→D1X decay, as a function of scaled
momentum (pmax54.950 GeV/c).

FIG. 18. Them(K2p1p1) distribution for B→D1X candi-
dates in tenx bins from 0.0 to 0.50. The line is the result of the fit.
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we obtained an efficiency corrected yield of 93 49363386
D1 ~resulting in a spectrum-averaged detection efficiency
50.383) that gives the product of branching fractions,

BBBD5~2.1660.08!%, ~15!

whereBB[B(B→D1X), BD[B(D1→K2p1p1), and the
error is statistical only.

Using CLEO’s result for the absolute branching fraction
B(D1→K2p1p1)5(9.1960.660.8)% @30# gives

B~B→D1X!50.23560.00960.00960.024. ~16!

The first error is statistical, the second is systematic, and
the third error is due to the statistical error on
B(D1→K2p1p1) and to that part of its systematic error
that propagates to our measurement. Table III gives the com-
ponents of the second error as percentages of the branching
fraction.

Also this analysis, as in theB→D0X case, has been car-
ried out with different procedures and selection criteria that
produced results within a fraction of the systematic error of
the one reported here@35#.

We will show later that theB→D* 1X branching frac-
tions measured by reconstructingD* 1 through the de-
cay chainsD* 1→D0p1→(K2p1)p1 and D* 1→D1p0

→(K2p1p1)p0 are consistent with each other, their ratio
being 1.0160.09. This is a consistency check of the results
given above.

VI. INCLUSIVE B˜D* DECAY

We selectedD* candidates by combining ap of the ap-
propriate charge with aD candidate and then imposing re-
quirements ondm, the difference between the mass of the
D* candidate and that of theD candidate. However, this
sample also contains background composed of pions ran-
domly associated with a correctly reconstructedD meson.
We eliminated this ‘‘fake’’D* background by subtracting
properly scaleddm ‘‘sidebands’’ as described in Sec.
III B 2. The mass distribution of theD candidates so ob-
tained was fitted to find theD yield as in the previous sec-
tions.

A. Inclusive B˜D* 0 decay

We selected D0 candidates in the decay mode
D0→K2p1 ~as described in Sec. IV! and combined them
with a p0 to form D* 0 candidates. TheD* 0 yield in each
momentum bin was found by fitting them(K2p1) distribu-
tion obtained with thedm selection and sideband subtraction
procedure. This decay channel is affected by the same back-
grounds as theD0 channel. To fit them(K2p1) mass dis-
tributions, we used the parametrization and procedures from
the analysis ofB→D01X described in Sec. IV. However,
the large number of free parameters involved with the multi-
Gaussian parametrization was not suitable with the lower
statistics available in this channel. We have thus used the
histograms of the satellite peaks and of the switchedK2p
distributions from Monte Carlo tagging while for the signal
we used either a single Gaussian or the histogram from
Monte Carlo tagging. Both procedures gaveB(B→D* 01X)

TABLE III. Relative systematic errors onB(B→D1X).

Residual track finding efficiency uncertainty 1.5%
Variation of track quality and geometrical cuts 1.2%
Choice of signal shape parametrization 2.0%

Error in number ofB and B̄ 1.8%

Statistical error on efficiency 0.7%
Uncertainty in background shape 1.7%
Smoothing of the efficiency vsx 0.14%
Estimate of kinematical reflections 0.10%
Total 3.8%

FIG. 22. D* 0 finding efficiency as a function of scaled momen-
tum x. The line is the result of the smoothing fit.

FIG. 23. Them(K2p1) distribution for D0 candidates from
B→D* 0X in the momentum interval (0.0,xD* ,0.50).
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values differing by a small fraction of the statistical error.
We report here the results from the single-Gaussian param-
etrization of the signal. In Fig. 24 we show the fitted mass
distributions in the tenx bins. The sum over the ten bins
gave a raw yield of 35396175 D* 0 from B decay. After
correcting bin by bin for detection efficiency~Fig. 22!, we
obtained the inclusiveD* 0 spectrum shown in Fig. 25. Fig-
ure 23 shows the continuum subtractedK2p1 effective
mass distribution ofD* 0 candidates from the decay chain
B→D0X→(D0p0)X in the momentum interval (0.0,xD*
,0.50).

As in the previous cases, by summing the spectrum in the
interval 0.0,x,0.5 we found a corrected yield of
26 84061331 D* 0 from B decay~resulting in a spectrum
averaged detection efficiency50.132) and the product of
branching fractions,

BBBD*BD5~0.62060.031!%, ~17!

where BB[B(B→D* 0X), BD* [B(D* 0→D0p0), BD

[B(D0→K2p1), and only the statistical error is shown.
Using the CLEO resultsB(D* 0→D0p0)5(63.662.3

63.3)%@27# and B(D0→K2p1)5(3.9160.0860.17)%
@28#, and G(D0→K1p2)/G(D0→K2p1)5(0.0077
60.002560.0025) @29#, from Eq. ~17! we obtain the
branching fraction,

B~B→D* 0X!50.24760.01260.01860.018. ~18!

The first error is statistical. The second error is systematic
and includes the components listed in Table IV. These are
given as percentages of the branching fraction itself. The
third error is determined from the error on the product
B(D0→K2p1)B(D* 0→D0p0), where only part of the sys-
tematic error onB(D0→K2p1) is taken into account.

B. Inclusive B˜D* 1 decay

We have analyzed the inclusive decayB→D* 1 in two
D* 1 decay modes. TheD* 1→D0p1 channel has signifi-
cantly more events because of the largerD* branching frac-
tion and higher detection efficiency. However, the detection
efficiency is a steep function of theD* 1 momentum~Fig.
26! because of the short range of the low momentump1 and
absorption in the beam pipe. The detection efficiency for the
charged pion is nearly zero forxD* ,0.15. Summing over
the spectrum givesB(B→D* 1X) in the charged pion mode
for xD* .0.15. TheD* 1→D1p0 channel, which has fewer
events and much larger backgrounds~Fig. 3!, has an effi-
ciency which is nearly constant with momentum~Fig. 30
below!, and is the only source of information for the low
momentum region. We will separately describe the analyses

TABLE IV. Relative systematic errors onB(B→D* 0X).

Residual particle finding efficiency uncertainty 5.1%
Variation of track quality and geometrical cuts 0.5%
Choice of signal shape parametrization 2.0%

Error in number ofB and B̄ 1.8%

Statistical error on efficiency 2.1%
Choice of thedm region widths 1.2%
Scale factor in thedm sideband subtraction 3.3%
Total 7.1%

FIG. 24. Them(K2p1) distribution forD* 0 in tenx bins from
0 to 0.50. The line is the result of the fit.

FIG. 25. The background-subtracted and efficiency-corrected
yield of D* 0 mesons fromB→D* 0X→(D0p0)1X decay, as a
function of scaled momentum (pmax54.950 GeV/c).
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using the twoD* 1 decay modes and then discuss how to
combine them to obtainB(B→D* 1X).

1. Using the D* 1
˜D0p1 decay channel

Candidate D0 mesons were reconstructed in theD0

→K2p1 decay mode~as described in Sec. IV! and com-

bined with ap1 ~referred to as the ‘‘slowp ’’ ! to form D* 1

candidates. In order to maximize the detection efficiency of
the slow p1 we did not requiredE/dx information to be
available for this track. TheD* 1 yield in each of the seven
momentum bins (0.15,xD* ,0.50) was found by fitting the
m(K2p1) distribution obtained through thedm selection
and sideband subtraction procedure described in Sec. III B 2.
In fitting theD0 peak, we used the same parametrization that
was used in the analysis ofB→D01X, but no background
due to double misidentification ofD0→K2p1 is present in
this mode. In Fig. 27 we show the fitted mass distributions in

FIG. 26. TheD* 1→D0p1 finding efficiency as a function of
scaled momentumx.

FIG. 27. Them(K2p1) distribution for D0 candidates from
B→D* 1X→(D0p1)X in 7 x bins from 0.15 to 0.50. Thedm
sidebands have been subtracted. The line is the result of the fit.

FIG. 28. The background-subtracted and efficiency-corrected
yield of D* 1 mesons fromB→D* 1X→(D0p1)X decay, as a
function of scaled momentum (pmax54.950 GeV/c).

FIG. 29. Them(K2p1) distribution forD* 1 candidates from
B decay (0.15,xD* ,0.50), afterdm sideband subtraction. The
dashed line shows the background under the signal.
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the sevenx bins. Summing the spectrum in the interval
0.15,xD* ,0.5 gave a raw yield of 42146120 D* 1.

Correcting bin by bin for detection efficiency~Fig. 26!,
we obtained the inclusiveD* 1 spectrum fromB decay
shown in Fig. 28. The efficiency corrected yield for
xD* .0.15 is 24 6916902D* 1 from B decay~resulting in a
spectrum-averaged detection efficiency50.171). This gives
the product of branching fractions,

BBBD*BD~xD* .0.15!5~0.57060.021!%, ~19!

where BB[B(B→D* 1X), BD* [B(D* 1→D0p1), BD
[@B(D0→K2p1)1B(D0→K1p2)], and the error quoted
is only statistical.

Figure 29 shows the continuum-subtractedK2p1 effec-
tive mass distribution ofD* 1 candidates from the decay
chain B→D* 1X→(D0p1)X in the momentum interval
(0.15,xD* ,0.50), afterdm sideband subtraction.

2. Using the D* 1
˜D1p0 decay channel

CandidateD1s are reconstructed in the decay mode
D1→K2p1p1 ~as described in Sec. V! and combined with

FIG. 30. D* 1→D1p0 finding efficiency as a function of the
scaled momentumx. The line is the result of the smoothing fit.

FIG. 31. The background-subtracted and efficiency-corrected
yield of D* 1 mesons fromB→D* 1X→(D1p0)X decay, as a
function of scaled momentum (pmax54.950 GeV/c).

FIG. 32. Them(K2p1p1) distribution for D* 1 candidates
from B decay (0.0,xD* ,0.50), afterdm sideband subtraction.

FIG. 33. The background-subtracted and efficiency-corrected
yield of D* 1 mesons fromB→D* 1X decay, as a function of
scaled momentum (pmax54.950 GeV/c). For 0,x,0.15, only the
D* 1→D1p0 measurement is used. For 0.15,x,0.5, measure-
ments from bothD* 1→D0p1 andD* 1→D1p0 are combined.
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a p0 to form D* 1 candidates. TheD* 1 yield in each of the
20 momentum bins (0.0,xD* ,1.0) was found by fitting the
m(K2p1p1) distribution obtained from thedm selection
and sideband subtraction procedure described in Sec. III B 2.
The D1 peak was fitted using the same parametrization and
procedure used in the analysis ofB→D1X. Summing the
spectrum over the interval 0.0,xD* ,0.5 gave a raw yield of
29256250 D* 1. After correcting for detection efficiency
~Fig. 30! and summing overx bins, we obtained the inclusive
D* 1 spectrum fromB decay shown in Fig. 31. The cor-
rected yield is 27 68362339 D* 1 from B decay~resulting
in a spectrum-averaged detection efficiency50.106) and the
product of branching fractions is

BBBD*BD5~0.63960.054!% ~20!

where BB[B(B→D* 1X), BD* [B(D* 1→D1p0), BD

[B(D1→K2p1p1), and the error quoted is statistical
only.

For comparison with theD0p1 channel, we also report
here the yields for 0.15,xD* ,0.5: 24146207 ~raw! and
23 80762073 ~efficiency corrected!, so that

BBBD*BD~xD* .0.15!5~0.55060.048!%. ~21!

Figure 32 shows the continuum-subtractedK2p1p1 in-
variant mass distribution ofD* 1 candidates from the decay
chainB→D* 11X→(D1p0)X in the whole momentum in-
terval (0.0,xD* ,0.50).

C. Combined results for the inclusiveB˜D* 1 decay

Using the corrected differential branching fractions
dB(B→D* 1X)/dx obtained in two independentD* decay
modes, we combined them as follows. In the momentum
region 0.0,xD* ,0.15 we use the only measurement
available, that from the D* 1→D1p0 decay mode,
B(B→D* 1X)(0.0,xD* ,0.15) 5 0.03160.00960.0025
60.0027. In the momentum region 0.15,xD* ,0.50 we cal-
culated the weighted average of the two measurements. The
resulting spectrum is shown in Fig. 33.

TABLE V. Relative systematic errors onB(B→D* 1X).

Residual track finding efficiency uncertainty 5.2%
Variation of track quality and geometrical cuts 0.5%
Choice of signal shape parametrization 2.0%

Error in number ofB and B̄ 1.8%

Choice of thedm region widths 1.2%
Statistical error on efficiency~combined! 1.0%
Total 6.1%

FIG. 34. The background-subtracted and efficiency-corrected
yield of D* 1 as a function of cosu for four x bins from 0.1 to 0.5.

FIG. 35. The background-subtracted and efficiency-corrected
yield of D* 0 as a function of cosu for five x bins from 0.1 to 0.5.

FIG. 36. b(D* ) vs x5p/pmax (pmax54.950 GeV/c).
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The sum over allx bins gives the branching fraction

B~B→D* 1X!50.23960.01160.01460.009. ~22!

The first error is statistical and is dominated by the error
on theD* branching fraction for 0.0,xD* ,0.15. The sec-
ond error is systematic and includes the components listed in
Table V. These are quoted as percentages of the branching
fraction itself. The third error is propagated from the errors
on theD0, D1, andD* 1 decay branching fractions.

VII. POLARIZATION

The polarization ofD* mesons has been predicted for
semileptonicB decays and for two-body hadronic decays
@3,36#. A model-dependent estimate of momentum depen-
dence of the polarization for directly producedD* mesons is
available for inclusive decays@3#. CLEO has previously
measured theD* 1 polarization@15#. Here we present a new
measurement of theD* 1 polarization with higher statistics.
However, the present detector is operated with a higher mag-
netic field that makes impossible to extend the measurement
to low D* 1 momenta for theD* 1→D0p1 decay mode. We
also present the first measurement ofD* 0 polarization in
inclusive B decays. In this case, the measurement can be
extended to the lowest momenta without difficulty. These
polarization measurements served also as a check of the ac-
curacy of our Monte Carlo simulation ofB decay.

The polarization as a function ofx is determined from the
distribution of theD* decay angleu. This is the angle be-
tween the direction of flight of theD* in the laboratory
frame and the direction of the daughterD0 in the D* rest
frame. The distribution of this decay angle can be expressed
in terms of the spin-density matrix elementr00:

W~cosu!5 3
4 @~12r00!1~3r0021!cos2u#. ~23!

Here, the spin-density matrix is determined in a coordinate
system with the quantization axis along the direction of mo-

tion of D* in the laboratory frame. The elementr00 is the
probability for theD* to be in theJz50 state. Here we use
the parametrization already used in our previous measure-
ment @15#:

W~cosu!5N@bcos2u1~12b!sin2u#, ~24!

whereN is a normalization constant.b is ralated to the spin-
density matrix element by the expression,b52r00/(1
1r00).

Only the D*→D0p,D0→K2p1 decay mode is used.
We applied the same selection criteria that were used in the
branching fraction measurements to obtain theD* samples.
The sample was divided into five intervals in 0.0,x,0.5
and in five intervals in cosu. Each of theKp distributions
was fitted to a Gaussian shape plus polynomial background.
We repeat the same analysis procedure on the Monte Carlo–
simulated data to find the dependence of efficiencies onx
and cosu.

Figures 34 and 35 show the efficiency-corrected and
background-subtracted cosu distributions forD* 1 andD* 0,
respectively. We have compared these distributions with
those predicted by our Monte Carlo simulation. The simula-
tion appears to correctly model the data. This checks our
results on spectra andB decay branching ratios because an
incorrect simulation of the polarization may result in an in-
correct determination of the detection efficiency.

Figure 36 and Table VI showb as a function of the scaled
momentum variablex for D* 0 andD* 1.

VIII. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

In Table VII we compare our results with those from pre-
vious measurements. In order to make the comparison inde-
pendent ofD* andD decay branching fractions used in the
different experiments, we give the product of the branching
fractions.

Only the statistical error is reported here for our current
results~third column! because the systematic error on these

TABLE VI. The polarization parameterb as a function of the
scaled momentum variablex for D* 0 andD* 1.

x bin b(D* 0) b(D* 1)

0.0–0.1 0.4360.32
0.1–0.2 0.5860.12 0.62360.21
0.2–0.3 0.5560.09 0.55360.05
0.3–0.4 0.7160.07 0.71360.03
0.4–0.5 0.1060.16 0.87060.03

TABLE VII. Comparison of our results on ‘‘product branching ratios’’~in %! with those of previous
measurements. The error in this work’s result is only the statistical one~see text!.

Channel Measured branching ratio This work CLEO@15# ARGUS @16#

B→D0X BBBD 2.5160.06 2.3360.1260.14 1.9460.1560.25
B→D1X BBBD 2.1660.08 2.2660.3060.18 2.0960.2760.40
B→D* 0X BBBD*BD 0.62060.031 – –
B→D* 1X BBBD*BD0 0.57060.021 0.5660.0360.05 0.7160.0660.12
B→D* 1X BBBD*BD1 0.63960.054 — —

TABLE VIII. Inclusive B decay branching fractions toD and
D* . The first error is statistical, the second is systematic, and the
third one is propagated from quantities not measured in this analy-
sis. See the respective sections for details.

B(B→D0X) 0.63660.01460.01960.018
B(B→D1X) 0.23560.00960.00960.024
B(B→D* 0X) 0.24760.01260.01860.018
B(B→D* 1X) 0.23960.01560.01460.009
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products of branching ratios cannot take advantage of some
cancellations when we divide them byD andD* branching
ratios measured in our own experiment. Our results are con-
sistent with previous measurements, except for theB→D0X
case where our branching fraction is significantly higher. The
branching fractionB(B→D* 0X) is measured here for the

first time. The modeB(B→D* 1X) is reconstructed in the
D* 1→D1p0 decay mode for the first time. The result for
B(B→D* 1X) in the D* 1→D0p1 decay mode refers only
to xD.0.15 and the previous one from CLEO only to
xD.0.10. Table VIII summarizes the results on the inclusive
B decay branching fractions.

From the measurement ofB(B→D* 0X) we can deter-
mine the ratio

B~B→D* 0X!

B~B→D* 1X!
51.0360.0760.0960.08,

which is consistent with the naive expectation of 1.00.
Using these new measurements, and previous ones shown

in Table IX , we can now calculate the average number of
charm quarks produced inB decay,

^nc&51.1060.05.

This value is consistent with the naive expectation of 1.15,
but it is considerably lower than the value (;1.30) required
to account for the low value of theB semileptonic branching
ratio in models where the channelb→c c̄s is enhanced
@2,10–14#.
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